464         ^fA^^s work in regions of cyclonic storms
best on the southern borders of the great coniferous forests and in scat-
tered areas on mountains, or in special soils farther south. Hence they
are largely a cyclonic product. North ofthe cyclonic regions the conifer-
ousjjorest is relatively stunted and is valuable chiefly for pulpwoodfor
pagerj( A363) .	~
Wool and hides both come from animals which naturally live in the
grasslands of the prairies, steppes, and savannas, and hence are adapted to
many climatic regions. Rubber is the only genuinely tropical article of
our six, while silk, like_cotton, belongs naturally to monsoon and sub-
tropical climates. Thus no one of jhc six most useful non-mineral raw
matenalsjrprimarily a product of cyclonic regions, but wood, wool, _and
hides can be produced there as we'll" as_any wjjere. As a matter of fact,
however, they are produced in those regions far in excess of all other re-
gions. Wool and hides necessarily come from places where sheep and
cattle are numerous (A423 and A388), but the production in proportion
to the number of animals is far greater in cyclonic than non-cyclonic
regions. This is partly because of better breeds, and partly because the
animals are killed younger. We think of silk as a product of warm
regions, but the bul^j^fjie-world's silk supply comes from a cyclonic
region, Japan. The people of these cyclonic regions have taken silkworms,
just as others have taken cattle and sheep, and have developed types that
thrive in climates somewhat cooler or moister than those where the ani-
mals originally lived.
Rubber and cotton illustrate the dominance of the cyclonic regions
quite as forcibly as do any other products. Rubber does this in the same
way as tin, for, although it is a purely tropical product, practically all is
exported to a fcw^cy,dnr>i'r ^"nrries and there manufactured. The
United States consumes nearly two thirds of the world's rubber. Cotton
illustrates the matter in much the same way. B465 shows that the world's
cotton crop is limited to fairly warm regions, but the warmest cyclonic
region, that is, the southern United States, far excels all other regions.
Moreover, as appears in A465, a large part of the cotton crop is carried
to the cooler cyclonic regions to be manufactured.
Why Crops Improve as They Are Moved toward Cyclonic Regions.
Cotton shows the effect of cyclonic regions in still another way, which
we Have already discussed briefly. The boll weevil and other pests become
less harmful as we go toward cooler regions; the crop is
more care is taken in selecting the seed; and the climatic handicaps of
drought, unusual heat, and so forth, decrease. Hence the average yield
of die crop per~acre in the United States displays a general tendency to
increase toward the north (A466). Near the northern limit in southern
Missouri and Virginia the yield per acre is about twice as great as in

